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Lacan dissolves his School, a dissolution not indifferent to the 
effects of institutionalisation, and indicates the following: 

I expect nothing from individuals, and something from 
a functioning. 

What do we understand by the failure of the functioning of Lacan’s 
School? The School had grown, Lacan’s Seminar was renowned, 
Lacanian theory was everywhere.  It was not for the lack of 
diffusion of the theory that there was a failure of the functioning. 
Central to the failure of the functioning of Lacan’s School was the 
failure to form analysts who would be of the requisite level. A 
failure - perhaps an institutional regression - of his invention of 
the passe; an invention which joined others in the institutional 
inventory of Lacanianisms - patently diffused. 

* Analyst, The Freudian School of Melbourne 
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If what Lacan invents and formalises in the Proposition of October 
1967 concerning the passe is fated to be more than an institutional 
procedure - yet another in a growing inventory - then what it 
conveys about the transmission of psychoanalysis, what it conveys 
ahout the possibilities of a functioning, must be rescued. This is to 
say, a test of the movement from transference to  work as a 
testament of desire. In this way there exists the possibility of 
psychoanalytic discourse being sustained over and above that of the 
association or organisation - international or otherwise. 

In privileging the desire of the analyst a School of psychoanalysis 
allows for the effects of that desire over and above the effects of 
knowledge and power. In this, it is the privileging of the desire of 
the analyst which differentiates a School of psychoanalysis from a 
psychoanalytic institution and/or university. 

What is the knowledge that is implied by this? 

For Lacan, the knowledge of psychoanalysis belongs to the realm 
between episteme (science in the Socratic sense) and amathia 
(ignorance). This is to say, of the field of truth as it displaces 
knowledge - but the truth in a way that the subject is incapable of 
accounting for it. He does not know why it is true. Therefore, as 
concerns this knowledge - it is a matter of the passage of a logos, of a 
knowledge, without having it, without possessing it. A dispossessed 
knowledge which we situate as the effect of a discourse. A knowledge, 
therefore, which is not owned or imported and administered, but which 
moves as a ‘once-found.’ In On the History of the Psychoanalytic 
Movement Freud acknowledges three of his teachers as it were - 
Breuer, Charcot and Chrobak in the following way: 

These three men had communicated to me a piece of 
knowledge which, strictly speaking, they themselves 
did not possess. 

In the Seminar The Reverse of Psychoanalysis, Lacan locates a 
possessed, filling knowledge as the enjoyment of the Other. This he 
places as a formula - knowledge is the enjoyment of the Other - 
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something which sustains the existence of the Other as a site of 
knowledge - a university, psychoanalytic institution, or global Other, 
for example. The evidence of the Other’s enjoyment comes in the 
emblems of course credits and authorisations. What this impedes is 
an encounter with knowledge as an effect of a discourse which writes 
over or bars the Other and the formula: knowledge is the enjoyment 
of the Other. Such a knowledge has the effect of emptying. Here we 
have a knowledge which supports rather than supposes the Real; the 
horror of knowing that makes of the analyst an outcast. That 
knowledge that is constituted by a barring of the formula ‘knowledge 
is the enjoyment of the Other’, is also productive of an enjoyment: 
an enjoyment of lack, an enjoyment of the movement of desire. 

Now, the present volume of the Papers of The Freudian School of 
Melbourne is marked by such a desire and indeed its presence 
continues to be an effect of the overwriting of knowledge as the 
enjoyment, possession and privilege of the foreign Other. Such a 
barring or overwriting is essential to the representation of The 
Freudian School of Melbourne. As a consequence, the School does 
not represent something for someone. It does not represent Lacan or 
Freud for Australia and Australian analysts, scholars and students. 
This is to say that it does not put itself in the place of a sign. The 
School is re-presented in making present. Any Vorstellung is always 
only authorised by the Hegelian Gegenwurtigung - a representation 
as making present, a bringing to presence through the effects of 
discourse, the effects of its work. 
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